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ABSTRACT
The complexity of modern operating systems (OSes), rapid diversification of hardware, and steady evolution of machine learning (ML) motivate us to explore the potential of ML to improve decision-making in OS kernels. We conjecture that ML can better manage tradeoff spaces for subsystems such as memory management and process and I/O scheduling that currently rely on hand-tuned heuristics to provide reasonable average-case performance. We explore the replacement of heuristics with ML-driven decision-making in five kernel subsystems, consider the implications for kernel design, shared OS-level components, and access to hardware acceleration. We identify obstacles, address challenges, and characterize the tradeoffs for the benefits ML can provide that arise in kernel-space. We find that use of specialized hardware such as GPUs is critical to absorbing the additional computational load required by ML decisioning, but that poor accessibility of accelerators in kernel space is a barrier to adoption. We also find that the benefits of ML and acceleration for OSes is subsystem-, workload- and hardware-dependent, suggesting that using ML in kernels will require frameworks to help kernel developers navigate new tradeoff spaces. We address these challenges by building a system called LAKE for supporting ML and exposing accelerators in kernel space. LAKE includes APIs for feature collection and management across abstraction layers and module boundaries. LAKE provides mechanisms for managing the variable profitability of acceleration, and interfaces for mitigating contention for resources between user and kernel space. We show that an ML-backed I/O latency predictor can have its inference time reduced by up to 96% with acceleration.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Operating systems; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning approaches; • Computer systems organization → Single instruction, multiple data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hardware evolution and diversification is driving an explosion in the complexity of modern operating systems. CPU core counts have grown, new memory technologies such as HBM and NVM and organizations such as NUMA have become commonplace, and new networking and acceleration technologies have emerged, all of which put pressure on OSes for efficient resource management that preserves the promises of the hardware. OS kernels incorporate subsystems to manage these resources, such as memory managers, I/O and process scheduling, and file systems, and currently rely on heuristics to handle complex trade off spaces that are critical to performance. Such heuristics are developed by observing system behavior, incorporating kernel developers’ experience and aim to provide reasonable average-case performance.

As hardware and software complexity continue to increase, ML has become an attractive alternative with the potential to better navigate OS tradeoff spaces currently handled by heuristics. Replacing heuristics with ML can enable system-specific solutions trained...
using real, dynamically, observed behavior. While ML-backed policies in OS subsystems have been proposed, such as CPU load balancing [15], file system prefetching [11, 22, 42], I/O latency prediction [27], controlling CPU clock and power [52, 72] and others [27, 40, 62, 72, 76], previous works have focused only demonstrating the potential benefit of ML for individual subsystems. We focus instead on the systems challenges that arise from integration of ML decisioning into an OS kernel.

We study five heuristic-based kernel subsystems that can be augmented with ML decisioning, including process scheduling, memory management, and others. We identify a number of important challenges, including the following. C1 Use of specialized hardware such as GPUs/TPUs can be critical for reducing the performance impact of ML algorithms, but poor accessibility of accelerators in kernel space is a barrier to adoption. Accelerator offload introduces additional overheads when accelerators are I/O attached and creates potential for new forms of contention between user and kernel space for using accelerators. C2 The benefit of acceleration for ML is subsystem-, workload-, and hardware-dependent, because hardware acceleration must amortize the cost of data transfers. C3 A fundamental tension exists between abstraction layer boundaries and the need for cross-layer data sharing to expose features for training and inference. We address these challenges in this paper, and share our experience building a Learning-assisted, Accelerated KErnel (LAKE).

To address C1, LAKE uses API remoting to provide kernel space applications with the vendor-supported accelerator interfaces (e.g. CUDA APIs) and, for applications that require use of libraries that are impractical to port to kernel space, custom, high-level APIs (e.g. TensorFlow). LAKE reduces overheads with zero-copy data movement between kernel applications and user space components. Concurrent use of specialized hardware by user and kernel space introduces contention that LAKE manages with policy callback framework. We find that the same mechanisms required to manage that contention can be repurposed to address C2, variable profitability of specialized hardware. LAKE provides a custom policy interface for contention control that allows the kernel to exploit accelerators or fall back to less intensive and/or CPU-based solutions when contention or lack of performance benefit is predicted by the policy. LAKE addresses C3 with an in-kernel feature store that simplifies the task of instrumenting kernel subsystems to collect data that inform training and inference based on APIs that anticipate challenges like asynchrony and abstraction layer boundaries.

Our experiments show that LAKE provides efficient hardware acceleration for ML-backed subsystems in kernel space, can reduce CPU utilization by the kernel and avoids performance degradation to user space applications through contention management. For example LAKE provides performance benefits for ML-assisted I/O latency prediction, reducing inference time by up to 95%, and ML-driven load balancing inference speedup of up to 3.1X. As our focus is on systems issues arising from in-kernel ML integration, we rely on previous results from the literature demonstrating improvements from ML-backed policy relative to heuristics. However, we present an end-to-end case study for IO-scheduling characterizing the impact of acceleration, finding that ML’s benefits are preserved, and that hardware acceleration can enable use of richer models. We find that LAKE’s infrastructure can also be used to enable acceleration opportunities outside the ML domain. We evaluate GPU-accelerated file system encryption, finding potential read throughput increase up to 62% relative AES-NI [23] and up to 64% CPU utilization reduction. The contributions of this paper are:

- A framework for exposing ML-focused hardware acceleration in kernel space (§4), with interfaces to manage contention (§4.3) and the variable performance profitability (§4.2) for kernel/user space hardware accelerator sharing.
- A framework and efficient APIs to simplify feature collection and management in different kernel subsystems (§5).
- Evaluation of CPU utilization reduction and performance gains of existing kernel subsystems when powered by LAKE’s infrastructure (§7).

## 2 BACKGROUND

### 2.1 OS Kernels and ML

Monolithic kernels such as the Linux kernel, increasingly accumulate new features and responsibilities as technology evolves. For example, Linux initially had a simple, greedy and time-sliced scheduling algorithm with a single list of tasks. Hardware evolution, e.g. increased core count, hyper-threading, non-uniform memory access (NUMA) and multiple CPU sockets forced scheduling algorithms to evolve in order to support these features. Currently, Linux’s scheduler has a much more complex algorithm that uses self-balancing trees and per-core task lists, and must do complex load balancing across cores to maintain good utilization. This constant increase in problem dimensionality and the fact that systems can have different features complicates the design of efficient, general solutions and leads to heuristics that are inflexible despite the need to address a wide variety of platforms.

The Linux kernel relies on heuristics to make important decisions, such as which page to reclaim and how to balance processes across CPUs. Heuristics are usually a cheap alternative to complex, computationally intensive and sometimes impractical (e.g. NP-hard problems) solutions. The goal of a heuristic is to get a **good enough** (local minima or maxima) solution quickly, instead of spending too much time exploring the solution space for an optimal one. Heuristics used by the kernel are a one-size-fits-all approach, aiming towards average cases. For example, an I/O intensive server and a compute-intensive server that use the same kernel version, will both use the same heuristics; by specializing decisions to each server’s workload, performance could be improved [29, 33, 40, 54]. Machine learning is a possible alternative to such fixed heuristics. In file system prefetching, for example, Leap [49] showed that applications have high variation in file access patterns, causing fixed pattern-finding algorithms to perform poorly in many cases. Machine learning can be applied to file system prefetching [11, 14, 43] to improve the shortcomings of heuristics. This can be achieved by learning file accesses pattern online, during execution, and training custom models.

### 2.2 Accelerators

Specialized accelerators are proliferating: tens of new specific-purpose accelerators and frameworks [74] emerge every year to boost the performance and efficiency of compute-intensive workloads. Deep learning accelerators such as GraphCore IPU [5] and
Google TPU [32] can provide 50× more energy-efficiency than CPUs. Near-data computing and analytics e.g. smartSSDs [34] off-load data plane operations to devices, as internal disk bandwidth is much higher than bus bandwidth. General-purpose accelerators like GPUs are widely used in ML, bioinformatics, cryptocurrency, etc [41, 53, 57, 63].

However, current software and system support for accelerators is limited to user-mode programs. Accelerators ship with user libraries and kernel drivers whose interfaces and implementation are proprietary. Although many accelerator virtualization techniques [3, 20, 24, 58, 60, 68, 71, 74] exist (e.g., fixed and mediated pass-through, API remoting) that can provide applications with a virtual GPU, no existing solutions can be used by kernel space applications out of the box.

3 MOTIVATION

Our experience adding ML models to OS kernels motivates us to design infrastructure that simplifies integration and empowers developers to use potentially computationally expensive algorithms. Common infrastructure that can be used by current and future general applications is urgently needed to avoid proliferation of ad-hoc, application-specific solutions. A key challenge is collecting feature data needed by inference, which may require interrogating kernel data structures at different abstracting layers, in different modules with different locking disciplines. We propose an API design to meet this challenge in §5. We also find that accelerators (e.g. GPUs) are vital. Their massive parallelism and high throughput enable more complex and accurate models; CPUs alone are often unable to meet performance requirements [31].

Unfortunately, accelerator stacks do not, in general, expose kernel space APIs, and typically rely on kernel-bypass designs that factor proprietary high-level API support into user space [74]. Hence, previous kernel acceleration systems [13, 26, 45, 59, 64–66] have used hand-built up-calls to enable OS-level interaction with accelerators. General accelerator virtualization techniques, such as API remoting [3, 20, 24, 60, 68, 71, 74] are not sufficient; communication transports used by such systems are either not available or not efficient for data transfer between kernel and user space.

Exposing accelerators to kernel space reveals opportunities and challenges unique to the OS and ML setting. The key challenges unique to this setting include managing contention for accelerators between kernel and user space applications and reducing unnecessary data movement across the user-kernel boundary, and enabling kernel subsystems to modulate between CPUs and accelerators according to performance and accuracy profitability.

Contention and Performance Variability. Kernel ML work can contend with user space work for access to accelerator devices and, unlike cross-user space process contention, no clear mechanism is present to manage that contention. Moreover, acceleration must amortize data transfer costs to be performance profitable, which requires batching of inputs that may be at odds with latency goals of the kernel. Both of these resource management challenges are new to the OS, but the OS has a fallback alternative to use the CPU.

Performance-critical user applications need stable, dependable access to specialized hardware in order to meet strict deadlines. Unmitigated contention for accelerators between user and kernel space can undermine those performance and QoS goals. Figure 1 demonstrates performance pathologies induced by contention when a GPU is shared between an ML-assisted kernel and a compute-bound user process. The user space process is computing data hashes while the kernel uses the GPU to accelerate page warmth classification and I/O latency prediction. As the Contended and Moving Average lines show, contention between kernel- and user space heavily impacts quality-of-service. Application throughput significantly degrades and destabilizes, decreasing by up to 68%.

Data movement. Invocation of user space APIs from kernel space (usually done through upcalls) requires data marshalling and copying from the source context into a user space process, and copying results and modified buffers back after completion. This can result in redundant data transfer across the user-kernel boundary and unnecessary synchronization with heavy performance penalties (§6). Because no kernel-level interface to transfer data to the accelerator is present, kernel-level data buffers must first be copied into user space before being copied to/from the accelerator using APIs such as cudaMemcpy. Smart combination of kernel mechanisms allows automatic data marshalling and elimination of double buffering for data transfers across the user-kernel boundary.

3.1 Discussion

Why not use accelerators’ interfaces directly? While direct support for kernel-level accelerator APIs is possible, frequently-changing internal interfaces and lack of publicly available documentation makes reverse-engineering portions of the accelerator software stack impractical. The opaque nature of accelerator software stacks requires that hardware vendors expose kernel-level APIs themselves. Although NVIDIA recently open-sourced part of its drivers [7], the driver does not expose the necessary high-level APIs to the kernel. We additionally find that ML support is often better served by higher level APIs such as TensorFlow (§7), so more general support for upcalls is necessary.
Could devices manage contention directly? Hardware vendors have shown their willingness to enable some contention management in hardware. A select number of accelerators are Single-Root IO Virtualization (SR-IOV) enabled, and some devices such as SmartNICs and SmartSSDs provide APIs for coarse-grained contention management and rate limiting, or allow developers to express their own policies. However, hardware-based solutions tend to be inflexible. OS kernel developers may wish to select between different contention management policies dynamically. Complex and evolving contention management policies are more easily expressed in software, and our experience is that not every accelerator will support fine-grained contention management policies in hardware. ML requires additional policy support to deal with variable performance profitability that contention management alone does not solve.

Is isolation impacted? OS kernels use address space isolation as their primary memory protection mechanism. We rely on the same mechanism to isolate memory when offloading OS kernel computation to accelerators. In our experience all accelerators support some type of address space isolation. While any approach which offloads OS kernel data to accelerators may expose new side-channels, we leave investigation of side-channel mitigation to future work.

4 KERNEL ACCELERATION WITH LAKE

To allow complex, accelerator-dependent machine learning algorithms to be used in the kernel, LAKE must provide infrastructure that allows for future and current kernel space applications to use accelerators. This is not currently possible because libraries supplied by accelerators’ vendors are designed for user space. At the core of enabling accelerator access to kernel space in LAKE is an API remoting system that exposes arbitrary APIs to kernel subsystems. APIs exposed by LAKE are executed, through upcalls, by a process in user space. Figure 2 shows the design of LAKE. We consider a system with Linux as the host OS and at least one accelerator. Although this work focuses on NVIDIA GPUs and CUDA, there is no fundamental issue preventing it to be extended to other accelerators [74].

There are three main components in LAKE: the kernel-side API provider (lakeLib), the bulk data kernel-user communication channel (lakeShm) and the user side daemon process that realized APIs, lakeD. lakeLib is a kernel module that exposes APIs as such as the vendor’s user space library of an accelerator as symbols to kernel space. This module has a function with the same name API it wants to support in kernel space. For example, to support the cuMemAlloc110c CUDA API in kernel space, we must have a function with the same name in lakeLib. Each of these functions in lakeLib does three things: serialize an API identifier and all of API parameters into a command, transmit commands through some communication channel for remote execution in user space and, finally, wait for a response.

The lakeD is a user space daemon that listens for commands coming from lakeLib, deserializes them and executes the requested APIs. This daemon must have access to the vendor’s library (e.g. cuda[t].so) to realize APIs requested by lakeLib. Continuing the example of the cuMemAlloc110c API, a command for such API includes a field that identifies which API is to executed and its parameters: how many bytes to allocate and a pointer to store the starting address of the new allocation. lakeD deserializes the command to obtain these fields, executes the API using the vendor’s original library and sends back, through the same channel the initial command came from, the results: the return code and the pointer returned by the API call.

Lastly, lakeShm is a kernel module that provides memory allocations to lakeLib and LAKE-powered applications. Memory allocated through lakeShm’s APIs are optimized for data transfers between kernel space applications and the user space lakeD. lakeShm works by requesting and mapping a large contiguous memory region from the Linux kernel. When lakeD is started, the same region is mapped to its process. While host-to-device transfer is still required, this allows for zero-copy memory movement between kernel space modules and lakeD.

![Figure 2: Overview of the architecture of LAKE.](image-url)
using `lakeShm`, which provides a function similar to `malloc`. Memory regions allocated by `lakeShm` are shared, avoiding memory copies between kernel and user space. Using `lakeShm` does not, by itself, yield zero-copy data transfers between the kernel space application and the accelerator. The CUDA API, for example, has a user space API (cudaMallocHost) that provides zero-copy transfer from user space to GPU, but LAKE cannot integrate this feature since the CUDA runtime library is closed source. For custom high-level APIs provided by LAKE (discussed in §4.4), where kernel space applications call APIs at a much higher level than allocating memory on an accelerator, `lakeShm` removes the only data copying under its domain. API remoting will still work if applications do not use `lakeShm` neither accelerator-specific APIs that reduce data transfers; this will just cause extra data copies.

### 4.2 Modulating Accelerator Use

Profitability of using an accelerator is not always guaranteed as we show in §7; accelerators’ massive parallelism are only advantageous when processing large amounts of data. Accelerators are almost ubiquitous in ML due to its batch processing, but the same is not true for inference. Inference on small batches of inputs is usually faster on CPUs. Typically, there exists a batch size in which accelerators yield better performance (we call this the crossover point).

To provide kernel ML applications with the best performance, LAKE allows on-the-fly switch between execution on CPU and accelerator, at the function call granularity. This is done through custom execution policies (an example is given in §4.3). LAKE allows developers to write and install such policies using eBPF [4]. Through callbacks, developers can specify the necessary requirements to consider utilizing an accelerator profitable. The policy is executed automatically by the kernel during the application’s execution. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of a simple policy for CUDA devices that manages variable profitability by falling back to the CPU for batch sizes under a certain threshold.

#### Figure 3: An outline of a policy for CUDA devices that uses moving average to manage contention and a batch threshold to use HW acceleration only for batches big enough to enjoy performance benefit.

```c
1 policy cu_policy(offsetof(func_t dev_func, void *dev_args), offsetof(func_t cpu_func, void *cpu_args)) {
2     static nvmlUtilization_t util;
3     if ...5 ms elapsed since last check...
4         // LAKE-remoted nvml API
5         nvmlGetUtilization(dev, &util)
6         // compute GPU utilization moving average
7         int exec_rate = mov_avg(util.gpu);
8         // batch size for profitability threshold
9         int batch_sz = get_batch_size(def_args)
10        if (exec_rate < exec_threshold && batch_sz >= batch_threshold)
11            return dev_func(dev_args);
12        else
13            return cpu_func(dev_args);
14    }
```

**cpu_func** can contain alternative APIs that perform the same computations, but may operate on the CPU or use fewer accelerator resources.

### 4.3 Contention Management

We cannot assume that accelerators provided by LAKE will be exclusive to the kernel. User space applications expect performance guarantees from accelerators, and we can not tolerate performance interference. When the accelerator becomes a contended resource, kernel space applications must reduce or completely stop using the accelerator and fall back to either a simpler, less intensive accelerator implementation or a CPU implementation.

The same policy used for modulating accelerator utilization can be used to manage contention. A policy’s toolset includes any OS- or vendor-provided utilities (e.g. NVIDIA’s NVML API, supported by LAKE), allowing fine-grained information about the current state of the system. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of a simple contention policy for CUDA devices. The policy rate-limits the query of GPU utilization and using a moving average to keep kernel consumption of GPU compute under a threshold. The developer can specify the policy with two callback functions: the dev_func callback usually contains one or more cuLaunchKernel invocations, and the

#### 4.4 High-level APIs

The simplicity of existing machine learning libraries such as TensorFlow [10], which abstracts complex machine learning functionality into high-level APIs, discourages applications from using the CUDA runtime API directly. Although possible, we can not force developers to implement complex and hard-to-optimize algorithms in CUDA. At the same time, porting enormous libraries like TensorFlow to the kernel is impractical; these libraries rely on user space exclusive libraries and have substantial size. Enabling and facilitating the use of machine learning by the kernel is one of the main objective of LAKE, so we must provide mechanisms for applications to use high-level libraries.

LAKE’s API remoting system is sufficiently general that it can support manual addition of APIs. This is required to allow kernel space applications to use higher-level APIs without porting them to kernel space. For example, our page warmth predictor (§7.2) is based off of Kleio [18], which uses TensorFlow to construct a model with two LSTM layers. While constructing a model is not hard, implementing fast, efficient and correct LSTM inference using the CUDA runtime directly is [8]. Providing high-level APIs to the kernel space requires two things: adding the function’s prototype in `lakeLib` and implementing its functionality in `lakeD`. Manual addition of APIs requires developers to design data conversion between raw data in kernel to the libraries’ expectation. For example, if NumPy arrays are used as input to TensorFlow, something not available in kernel, the data must be sent in some format (e.g. arrays of numbers) and converted in the `lakeD`. Automatic data serialization between kernel and user space is provided by LAKE.
5 IN-KERNEL FEATURE REGISTRY

LAKE supports in kernel feature registry to manage ML models and feature vector capture, whose API is shown in Table 1. The design goals of the API are 1) to minimize the performance impact of ML-related functionality, 2) enable simple, potentially asynchronous feature vector capture in the presence of abstraction and module boundaries and anticipate the needs of multithreaded code (e.g. do the relevant data structures need to be interrogated with locks held, or in interrupt context?) and 3) simplify the task of invoking inference on batches of feature vectors. Generally speaking, the API provides a handful of functions for managing registries (named combinations of a model, with an accompanying feature vector schema, associated with kernel subsystems), managing ML models, capturing features, and invoking classifiers/inference.

**Design for Performance.** The API meets the first goal (minimal overhead) by operating in-kernel and using careful data structure and API design. ML models are committed to the file system and loaded into memory at boot time. Loading and update are infrequent, so file system overheads are acceptable, but at inference time, having the model in memory is critical to performance. Feature vectors are stored in memory in a circular buffer sized according to the window parameter specified, and in general have the format <num_features, kvpair*, ts_begin, ts_end>. The kvpair* is a key-value map from feature keys to values supported by a lock-free hash table. We considered supporting the feature registry in user-space to avoid introducing sensitive code in the kernel, but ultimately decided that kernel crossings for feature capture and for accessing models for inference would put too much overhead on the critical path.

**Schema.** Each registry has a schema, which describes the format of feature vectors: concretely the schema is a map from feature key (name) to a tuple of <size, entries>, where size is the number of bytes required by the feature type (e.g. 4 bytes for an int), and entries provides array support for feature vectors that include historical values. LAKE avoids tracking the actual value type for feature vector entries, and instead provides the necessary capacity and treats values as untyped bytes. For most features types, e.g. an integer value, entries is 1, meaning the vector includes a single scalar value. When entries is greater than 1, the feature is an array of length entries where the entry at index 0 is the most recent sample, and the entries at indices 1...(N−1) are the historical samples from the last N−1 feature vectors. We find features that comprise the last N measurements of a particular value common enough that providing API-level support for the idiom is a worthwhile simplification. An example of the idiom is illustrated in the case study below ($\S$5.1).

**Asynchrony and Module Boundaries.** To understand design goal 2 above, consider that synchronous feature capture (interrogating relevant data structures just before invoking inference) can be impractical because module boundaries and locking disciplines can make access to widely dispersed data impractical. LAKE addresses this an asynchronous API that allows programmers to place simple calls at the code sites where instrumented data are already maintained, building up feature vectors over time. The register relies on lock-free data structures to enable instrumentation calls on arbitrary kernel threads without needing additional locking disciplines. The API supports an idiom where feature capture opened (calling begin_fv_capture()): while feature capture is open, individual feature vector values may be captured on any thread using capture_feature() which updates the value at the given key in the feature map (kvpair). We find there are situations that are significantly simplified for the kernel developer with support for incremental updates for feature values with capture_feature_incr().
(see example below: §5.1). Creation of a new feature vector sets a begin timestamp (ts_begin), while capture is finalized by committing which sets an end timestamp (ts_end).

**Simplifying Batch Management.** Because performance-accuracy profitability of ML is variable, we find that explicit control over batch size is a key parameter to expose to the kernel developer to modulate the use of accelerators. Querying the registry with a timestamp ts (get_features()) returns the first feature vector with for which ts.Begin <= ts <= ts.End. Querying with a null timestamp returns a batch containing all the features in the circular buffer. The API can acknowledge consumption of that batch by calling truncate_features(). When the schema for a registry has features that rely on historical samples (entries > 1 above), LAKE will always preserve the most recent feature vector on truncation.

**5.1 Feature Registry Case Study**

Predicting I/O latency in systems with parallel and redundant storage (e.g. RAID) can improve throughput by rejecting high latency I/Os and re-issuing the same I/O to a different device [27]. We measure this workload in §7 but use it here to illustrate use of the feature registry API. Capturing I/O latency-related features requires inserting code at I/O’s boundaries, at code locations that are different from where inference is invoked, making support for asynchronous feature construction necessary. Inference is invoked at I/O issue and the system classifies it as fast or slow based on a feature vector that includes the number of pending I/Os and the completion latency of a fixed number of previous I/Os.

Capturing the number of pending I/Os and latency of an I/O requires developers to insert code on both I/O issue and completion. Listing 4 shows pseudocode added to the generic_make_request_checks function, which is called on I/O issue, in order to capture the current state of the system as a feature vector. We store the time this I/O was issued (required to calculate latency), increase the number of pending I/Os in the current feature vector and commit the current state as a feature vector. Then, if either a pre-defined time quantum has passed or we reach a desired batch sized, we retrieve a batch from the registry, perform batch inference, act on the results per I/O, and clear the feature registry ring. Features must also be captured on I/O completion. Listing 5 shows pseudocode added to the bio_endio function, which computes how long the current I/O took to complete, decreases the amount of pending I/Os by one and updates the current feature vector.

Latency prediction has clear asynchrony in feature construction, and feature values may be captured conveniently on different threads. I/Os can be handled concurrently by the kernel, and manual state management and construction of a feature vector requires careful concurrency control. LAKE’s feature registry eases these issues.

```c
// called when issuing a block I/O in Linux
int generic_make_request_checks(struct bio *bio) {
    sys = "bio_latency_prediction"
    // store this I/O's start time
    getnstimeofday(&(bio->io_start_ts));
    // increment pending I/Os on this device
    capture_feature_incr(dev, sys, "pend_ios", 1)
    // this I/O becomes a feature vector
    commit_feature_capture(dev, sys, now())
    if (quantum passed or batch > thresh) {
        // get all features vectors in the ring
        fvs = get_features(dev, sys, NULL)
        // do inference on all feature vecs
        scores = score_features(dev, sys, fvs);
        // reject, re-issue or accept I/Os
        ...take action based on scores...
        // reset the feature vector ring
        truncate_features(dev, sys, NULL)
        }
    // start new feature
    begin_fv_capture(dev, sys, now())
    ...}
```

Figure 4: Pseudocode of I/O issue code to use LAKE feature registry for I/O latency prediction. Each block device needs its own feature registry (name parameter is the device’s name, e.g. sda1).

```c
// function called to end a block I/O
void bio_endio(struct bio *bio) {
    sys = "bio_latency_prediction"
    // get latency of this I/O
    lat = get_iowait(bio->io_start_ts);    // store this I/O’s latency
    capture_feature(dev, sys, io_latencies, lat);
    // one less pending I/O on this device
    capture_feature_incr(dev, sys, pend_ios, -1)
    ...}
```

Figure 5: Pseudocode of I/O completion code using LAKE feature registry for I/O latency prediction.
sockets due to their low latency. Larger memory transfers are done through a zero-copy shared memory mechanism.

**Communication Channel.** LAKE requires efficient communication channels as applications can be call- or latency sensitive. Linux provides mechanisms for kernel-user communications, such as ioctl, system calls, signals, up-call, mmap, and sockets. We evaluate the alternatives in Table 2, which summarizes call time and latency to send a doorbell from kernel to user space. All mechanisms except mmap have similar latency, while device read/write and Netlink have additional caching or queuing layers. The mmap method is fastest but wastes CPU spinning, so we use Netlink sockets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Device R/W</th>
<th>Netlink</th>
<th>Mmap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Average call time and latency to send a doorbell message from kernel to user.**

**Mapped Memory.** Bulk data transfers between kernel and user space are done through lakeShm, lakeShm reserves a contiguous DMA region at load time through dma_alloc_coherent. A best-fit based memory allocator algorithm is used. Using mapped memory avoids transferring large data buffers across the kernel-user boundary. Figure 6 shows the round-trip transfer cost of varying sized messages. Transferring larger messages causes large overhead, which can be eliminated by lakeShm.

**Figure 6: Overhead of sending Netlink messages of different sizes.**

6.1 Discussion: Security Implications

LAKE introduces a user-space component to expose accelerators to user space, moving data that is private to the kernel through user space. In LAKE, the user-space daemon is a trusted process, which runs as root, similar to any other user-space daemon that integrates tightly with the kernel (e.g. user-space memory managers, schedulers, and file systems typical of micro-kernels, and user-mode device drivers that are prevalent in modern Oses such as Windows). Address-space separation provides strong security guarantees against leakage, despite the fact that the daemon does not execute in kernel mode. Nonetheless, for additional assurance, the user space daemon (lakeD) could be sandboxed and seccomp could be used. The lakeD daemon’s interface with the OS is quite limited (it requires ioctl and mmap for lakeShm, netlink sockets for lakeLib and the syscalls done by the CUDA runtime). While we do not consider side-channels in this work, lakeD could be extended to use secure GPU TEEs like Graviton [69] or Telekine [30].

6.2 Source Code

In total, lakeLib, lakeShm (both kernel space code) and lakeD (user space code) consists of approximately 817, 826 and 1072 lines of C/C++ code, respectively, with an extra 769 lines of code for core common functionality. Our neural network for predicting I/O latency and its tooling consists of approximately 4157 lines of code. The other workloads and the modified eCryptfs consists of 1400 and 2925 lines of code, respectively. LAKE is open-source under GPLv3 and is available on GitHub at utcs-scea/LAKE.

7 Evaluation

We identified several applications in kernel space that are candidates for ML-decisioning and HW-acceleration. We implemented GPU-accelerated versions of them using CUDA and LAKE (Table 3). This section describes each application and analyzes accelerator profitability. Data required by each application can usually be copied to the GPU asynchronously, before its execution. Thus, for some applications, we report execution time with (shown in figures as "LAKE (sync.)") and without synchronous data movement (shown as "LAKE").

**Evaluation Scenarios.** The benefits of ML on decision quality have been demonstrated in existing literature for all workloads. To validate that those benefits remain in the presence of hardware acceleration and components introduced by LAKE, we perform an end-to-end case study on I/O Latency Prediction, revisiting previous work [27] on more recent hardware, demonstrating additional benefits made possible with acceleration, and characterizing the impact of hardware evolution on ML profitability (§7.1). The remainder of this section evaluates the ability of our infrastructure to provide access to acceleration, make ML decisioning more performant, help manage contention, and simplify manage the variable profitability of acceleration (§7.2~§7.5).

**Testbed:** All of our evaluation was done on a server with two 16-core Intel Xeon Gold 6226R CPUs, 376 GiB DDR4 RAM, two NVIDIA A100 GPUs and three Samsung 980 Pro 1TB (PCIe 4.0) NVMes. We used Ubuntu 22.04 with our modified Linux kernel based on version 6.0.

7.1 End-to-End Study: I/O Latency Prediction

Predictable latency can be very useful for data-center systems serving interactive applications such as messaging and search [16]. Being able to infer SSD performance at a very fine-grained level, i.e. per I/O, can help these applications achieve performance predictability. If a system predicts an I/O will be slow, the latency penalty can be mitigated by issuing a duplicate I/O request to another storage node [27].

LinnOS [27] shows how an OS can learn and infer per I/O latency using a neural network. In the original paper, LinnOS improves the average I/O latencies by up to 79.6% and its model presents an accuracy of up to 97%. LinnOS classifies I/Os into slow or fast, using a threshold based on the system’s state, e.g. number of pending I/Os and latency of most recently served I/Os.
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Table 4: Characteristics of our generated traces based on the traces of LinnOS [27], rerated to double the IOPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace Name</th>
<th>Avg IOPS</th>
<th>Avg Read/Write I/O size (KB)</th>
<th>Min/Max Arrival Time (us)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azure</td>
<td>26k</td>
<td>30/19</td>
<td>0/324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing-I</td>
<td>4.8k</td>
<td>73/59</td>
<td>0/1.8k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmos</td>
<td>2.5k</td>
<td>657/609</td>
<td>0/1.6k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Characteristics of our generated traces based on the traces of LinnOS [27], rerated to double the IOPS.

To validate previous findings of ML benefit in an end-to-end setting with GPU acceleration, we port LinnOS’s CPU-only neural network to a LAKE-powered kernel module that uses CUDA. We integrate LinnOS’s [27] model into the LAKE kernel and evaluate the original model, as well as more complex models’ benefits on our system. The traces used by LinnOS are not available publicly, so we generate traces with similar characteristics based on parameters presented in the paper, using an exponential distribution for inter-arrival time, a lognormal distribution for I/O size and a uniform distribution for I/O offset. The original work adopted a technique of “rerating” traces by reducing inter-arrival time to stress storage devices with different latency characteristics. Since NVMe technology has improved since LinnOS was published, we adopt the same technique, additionally amplifying I/O pressure. We rerate the traces presented as enterprise-level in the original work by doubling the average IOPS of the traces with smaller I/O sizes: Azure and Bing-I. The Cosmos trace was not rerated as it was already sufficiently demanding.

We find that the benefits of reissuing a read I/O to another device if the I/O is predicted as slow is highly dependent on the workload’s characteristics and the testbed. For example, our (more recent) NVMe devices can exhibit read latencies up to three times lower than the original work’s enterprise grade SSDs, use the PCIe 4.0 interface instead of PCI 3.0 and feature much larger DRAM caches. Larger caches absorb much more of the load, particularly for small I/Os, so the devices do not exhibit significant I/O read latency variance.

Workloads matching the characteristics of traces reported by LinnOS do not stress the NVMe’s and its caches, and the cost of running a neural network degrades average read latencies regardless of whether GPUs or CPUs are used. Consequently, for the workloads reported in the original paper, there is no benefit in rerouting I/Os. Table 4 shows the I/O properties of each trace. We report measurements for replaying the same trace on each NVMe (the workloads of the original work) and a mixed workload, which replays different traces on different NVMe’s. Our mixed workload replays each trace with a different default target NVMe, and reissues slow I/Os in round-robin fashion. We rerate all traces to three times their IOPS and combine these into a more intense mixed workload.

The neural network used by LinnOS is small: it contains two layers with 256 and 2 neurons, respectively. Maintaining low CPU utilization and low inference latency is the primary purpose of using such a simple model. We evaluate LAKE using this model, as well as more complex models with one and two additional layers to evaluate LAKE’s ability to support richer, more accurate models based on acceleration. The added layers added have the same number of neurons as the first one. We suffix these implementations with +1 and +2. These implementations have three layers with [256,256,2] neurons and four layers with [256,256,2,2] neurons, respectively.

For each workload, we evaluate the average read latency of the kernel’s default behavior (baseline, no I/O rerouting), LinnOS’s model using a CPU, and LAKE, which targets a CPU or a GPU based on a policy that chooses according to dynamic batch size and average I/O inter-arrival time. We additionally report average read latencies when LinnOS or LAKE use our augmented models. Figure 7 shows the results. We find that for mixed workloads that stress the devices in dissimilar ways, both LinnOS and LAKE provide lower average latency than the baseline. The benefits of ML are preserved using LAKE for GPU acceleration. Using the simple model, the benefit of LAKE is lower relative to LinnOS execution due to latency overheads for dynamic batch formation and data transfer. LAKE performs better with high IOPS workloads like Azure due to increased batching. As model complexity increases, we find that offload to a GPU becomes performance profitable relative to a CPU for all cases.

Our experience with I/O latency prediction underscores our findings reported earlier: the benefit of ML is sensitive to a number of factors including workload, subsystem, and hardware. LAKE’s framework is effective for using GPUs only when they will be profitable and falling back to the CPU when batch formation does not produce sufficiently large batches. However, given that even the original CPU-based model actually harms performance when applications do not stress the device, some mechanism to modulate the use of ML even on the CPU is a likely necessity. We believe the same framework LAKE provides for managing contention and selecting between CPU and GPU can be used to implement policies that avoid using ML when it does not help, and will explore this in future work.
Figure 7: Average latency of our workloads without I/O rerouting (baseline), rerouting through neural networks using cpu, and neural networks using a GPU through LAKE. The suffixes \( +1 \) and \( +2 \) indicate how many extra layers were added to the original two layer neural network. \cite{Traces were generated to reflect characteristics reported in [27].}

Figure 8: I/O latency prediction time for variable batch sizes using cpu and GPU through LAKE, including data copying latencies. The suffixes \( +1 \) and \( +2 \) indicate how many extra layers were added to the original two layer neural network.

7.2 Page Warmth Classification

Multi-tiered memory systems (available with up to 18TB of memory \cite{Multi-tiered memory systems (available with up to 18TB of memory [2, 6]) combine different memory types (e.g. RAM, NVMe) to expand capacity but face data placement challenges. Placing hot pages (frequently accessed or soon-to-be-accessed pages) in a lower memory tier can harm performance. Cold pages stored in high-tier memory wastes precious faster memory. The challenge for this subsystem is to classify pages to inform where they should be stored to optimize performance (also called page scheduling). Recent work \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio \cite{ML for page scheduling is promising. Kleio} simulates different page schedulers and implements a LSTM-based classifier, which makes better decisions than a history based solution. Kleio is implemented using TensorFlow, so we port it to a kernel space module using LAKE. Figure 9 shows the inference time for different sized batch of inputs. We observe significant speedup when using a GPU through LAKE instead of CPUs. There is no significant difference when running Kleio on user or kernel space, since the cost of LAKE’s API remoting system is negligible relative to the execution time.

7.3 Load Balancing

Imbalanced load between CPU cores can cause some CPUs to be overloaded while others are under-utilized, hurting general system performance. The Linux kernel does load balancing using a pull-based, work-stealing mechanism that moves processes’ execution.
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itable more than 64 inputs are batched. We believe this model and time taken to classify a variable number of inputs. The GPU is prof-
scribed. KML improves RocksDB throughput by up to $50\%$ [61]. Linux’s fixed readahead prefetch policy sequentially prefetches a configurable amount of data. Applications that are aware their I/Os will not be sequential can advise the kernel not to prefetch.

Predicting non-sequential reads from an application efficiently using heuristics is challenging. Through statistics collection from an application’s I/O operations, ML algorithms can learn applications’ patterns and perform tailored prefetching. KML [11] uses a pre-trained neural network to classify applications according to I/O patterns, where each pattern has an optimal readahead configuration. KML improves RocksDB throughput by up to $2.3\times$ when using an SSD.

We port KML’s NN, originally implemented for CPUs, to a kernel space module that uses CUDA through LAKE. Figure 11 shows the time taken to classify a variable number of inputs. The GPU is profitable more than 64 inputs are batched. We believe this model and the file system can be expanded to classify behavior and configure readahead per-file, as opposed to per-process.

7.5 Malware Detection
Prior work [17, 21, 36, 46] can detect malicious software by analyzing performance counters and system call traces using ML classifiers. J. Demme, et al. [17] demonstrates accurate detection of host compromise using a K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier to achieve >90% accuracy with <10% false positive rate. G. Kim et al. [36] use LSTM to analyze system-call traces for anomaly-based intrusion detection with >95% accuracy at <5.5% false positive rate. We developed a kernel driver which uses a KNN classifier to classify user programs as malicious or benign.

Our KNN classifier operates on feature vectors which can track syscall frequencies and PMU (Performance Monitoring Unit) counters relevant to the target malware. For example, a kernel developer wishing to expose Spectre attacks [39] in the wild may use PMU counters to track microarchitectural state perturbations through cache misses, page faults, and branch mispredictions. Alternatively, a developer who wishes to detect abuse of the syscall API may classify processes based on how frequently they use unusual or suspicious syscall sequences.

Figure 12 shows the average running time for performing 4,096 KNN queries on a database of 16,384 reference points. We vary the number of features in each sample from 1 to 1024, and classify queries based on their 16 nearest neighbors. The GPU implementation of KNN achieves about $1.5k\times$ speedup over the sequential CPU implementation, and the overhead of using CUDA from user space and kernel space through LAKE is negligible: on average 4.2% and at most 5.6%.

7.6 User/Kernel Contention
LAKE enables kernel space access to accelerators without degrading performance of user space processes that also use them. Figure 1 shows that contention can lead to performance degradation and performance instability. Figure 13 demonstrates the impact of the adaptive contention mediation policy shown in Figure 3. Our I/O latency classifier (§7.1) avoids competing with user space processes for the GPU. The policy passively monitors accelerator utilization using accelerator APIs. As soon as the user workload
Figure 12: Time taken to predict if a sequence of syscalls could be from malicious software for various input sizes (number of syscalls in feature vector) using 4096 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) on a database of 16,384 reference points. (a GPU-accelerated parallel hashing algorithm) begins to execute, LAKE detects pressure for GPU resources, and switches execution to CPU. When the user process terminates, LAKE reclaims the GPU.

Figure 13: Kernel and user space throughput, normalized against peak throughput, under our adaptive contention-averse policy. At T₀, our GPU-accelerated I/O latency classifier is running. At T₁, a user space process that calculates hashes is launched. At T₂, the user space process starts doing hashed on the GPU. LAKE detects contention for GPU compute resources and falls-back to CPU. At T₃, the user space process terminates. LAKE detects that the GPU is not contended and switches execution back to the GPU.

7.7 Non-ML acceleration opportunities

File system Encryption eCryptfs [25] is a cryptographic file system that stacks on top of existing file systems and encrypts data-at-rest. We modified eCryptfs to use AES-GCM [35] instead of CBC because it is parallelizable. We also create a Linux crypto API cipher that does AES-GCM encryption and decryption using a LAKE-backed GPU.

Figure 14 shows the bandwidth of the CPU and LAKE implementations of eCryptfs. We clear all page caches and perform sequential reads and (synchronous) writes using varying block sizes. The read-ahead size of the disk is set to the block size, in order to fully overlap the decryption and file system read. The LAKE-supported eCryptfs can achieve 840 MB/s for reading, 6× higher compared to the 142 MB/s achieved using only CPU. Similar performance difference is observed for writing: 836 MB/s vs. 136 MB/s. The CPU eCryptfs has near constant read and write throughput, because the cryptographic operations become the performance bottleneck, instead of the disk.

We measured eCryptfs with AES-NI, a CPU instruction set for accelerated encryption and decryption. AES-NI reaches its peak of read and write performance at around 670 MB/s and 560 MB/s, respectively. The LAKE-powered eCryptfs surpasses AES-NI read performance for blocks larger than 16 KB because read-ahead fetches and decrypts more blocks than requested, creating larger decryption blocks. On the other hand, LAKE only exceeds AES-NI on write performance for blocks larger than 128 KB. By combining LAKE and AES-NI, doing cypher operations concurrently, we increase read and write performance by 31% and 22%, respectively, relative to just using a GPU through LAKE.

7.8 CPU Utilization

Figure 15 shows the CPU and GPU utilization of decrypting a 2 GB file on the CPU or GPU with a 2 MB block size using the original and our LAKE-powered eCryptfs implementation (§7.7). The CPU and AES-NI were measured using kernel CPU utilization. LAKE is split into kernel CPU utilization (LAKE CPU), user space API handler CPU utilization (LAKE API) and GPU utilization. With AES-NI enabled, there is a short peak of utilization to decrypt all data. LAKE consumes on average 20% of CPU resources, while the original CPU and the AES-NI versions use 56% and 24%, respectively.

8 RELATED WORK

Accelerator virtualization. LAKE is closely related to accelerator virtualization through a core technique: API remoting. Previous API remoting-based virtualization techniques [3, 20, 24, 58, 60, 68, 71] require enormous developer effort to virtualize a single accelerator.
Hardware acceleration in kernel. The majority of existing kernel acceleration systems such as Barracuda, PacketShader and Snap [13, 26, 45, 64–66] use up-calls to enable OS-level interaction with accelerators. They copy kernel data structures into user space for kernel bypass techniques [9, 19, 38, 55, 70]. These systems introduce new and often workload-specific kernel APIs to access user space acceleration services, usually with significant developer effort. LAKE provides a common interface that these systems could use.

Machine learning in kernel. Researchers have proposed to optimize or analyze kernel workloads such as process scheduling, I/O prefetching [44, 51, 67] and others [15, 18, 22, 27, 28, 48, 56, 73] with ML algorithms. KMLib [12] is a recent attempt to bring ML ecosystem to operating systems, but it offers limited functionalities compared to mainstream ML frameworks and no support for accelerators.

9 CONCLUSION

We present LAKE, which gives kernel space applications access to accelerators for ML-assisted decision-making. We identified and evaluated five ML-based kernel space applications that can profit from accelerators, demonstrating the ability of LAKE to provide performant acceleration and simplify the challenge of collecting ML features in the presence of abstraction boundaries, asynchrony, and multi-threading.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

The artifacts of LAKE are, at a high-level, two pieces: our modified Linux kernel 6.0 and the kernel modules used in our evaluation. We provide scripts that produce graphs similar to the ones presented in our evaluation and the data we collected on our testbed. The basic workflow of our evaluation is: while booted in our kernel, enable our kernel space API remoting and our user space daemon and run each workload.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

- Program: Modified Linux kernel, source code of kernel modules, shell and python scripts.
- Run-time environment: Linux and root access are required, we suggest Ubuntu 22.04.
- Hardware: At least one Nvidia GPU is required. The latency prediction workload requires three storage devices.
- Execution: Basic knowledge of tmux, shell and python scripts.
- Metrics: latency of ML inferences, latency of I/Os, resource utilization and throughput
- Output: Output is written to kernel log. Scripts that parse the log are provided.
- Experiments: Reproducing of our graphs using collected data.
- How much disk space required (approximately)?: 60GB.
- How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)?: Three hours.
- How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)?: Five hours.
- Publicly available?: Yes.
- Code licenses (if publicly available)?: The modified Linux kernel and parts of the modified eCryptfs code are licensed under GPLv2. Our code is licensed under GPLv3.

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to access. Our artifacts can be found on Zenodo (link to archive in §A.2) and GitHub. We recommend retrieving it through GitHub since this is a continuing project. Our modified kernel is available at utcs-scea/LAKE-linux-6.0 and our code base at utcs-scea/LAKE.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. We require at least one CUDA enabled Nvidia GPU. Results observed may vary depending on the testbed. Our I/O latency prediction experiment requires three storage devices without important data, since we do writes to arbitrary offsets.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. We recommend Ubuntu 22.04. The system must have a working CUDA runtime installation and Nvidia GPU driver (installed after booting into our kernel). We require the user to have root access.

A.4 Installation

Our artifacts contain a README.md with more detailed steps to install our system. The setup of LAKE consists of two steps: compiling and installing our Linux kernel and our kernel API remoting system.
First, clone both of our repositories: utcs-scea/LAKE-linux-6.0 and utcs-scea/LAKE. Then, the following steps should be taken:

1. Compile, install and boot into our Linux kernel. A script that automates this process is provided (full_compilation.sh).
2. Add CMA argument (cma=128M@0-4G) to the kernel parameters.
3. Reboot into our kernel.
4. Install the CUDA runtime (we use version 11.7, but other versions should work) and an Nvidia driver for the GPU. We provide the link to download both in our README.

A.5 Experiment workflow
To facilitate evaluating our artifacts, we provide a script that opens a tmux session with pre created panes tmux.sh. Kernel output is written to the kernel log. The provided tmux script will show the kernel log on the lower left pane. The top left pane is where the kernel API remoting system will run. The right pane(s) is where the workloads are executed.

The crossover experiments are executed similarly: go into their directory, build with make, run with ./run.sh, go into the ae_plot directory and execute plot.py. This will generate the graph in pdf format.

The cryptifs requires building the modules (make at the src/cryptifs directory) and executing an automated script (run.py at benchmarks/cryptifs). Before executing the script, variables inside the script might have to be changed to set which directory and drive the script will use.

The utilization and contention experiments follow a similar pattern. Their directories are contention and utilization inside benchmarks. Build with make and run with sudo -E python3 run.py.

The I/O prediction experiments require training, setting weights manually by editing code, choosing and enabling a predictor module and replaying traces so that finally data is produced. We provide detailed instructions on how to replicate this experiment (and previous experiments) in a pdf document at the root of our repository called ae_experiments.pdf.

A.6 Evaluation and expected results
We provide scripts that will plot graphs similar to ours and our collected data for easier visual comparison. Raw data can be retrieved from the kernel log.

Our work depends heavily on the tested. We do not expect the results to be the same, but we expect they will display similar trends.

A.7 Experiment customization
Our kernel API remoting currently supports a subset of the CUDA driver API to kernel space. Readers are encouraged to write kernel modules that use the CUDA API in kernel space to realize novel ideas. We recommend our hello_driver module as a starting point.

A.8 Methodology
Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:

- http://cTuning.org/acreviewing-20201122.html
- http://cTuning.org/ae-reviewing-20201122.html
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